Date

Address

Street
Name
Sandpiper
Drive

Complaint
Type
Chemical

1/16/2020

5920

2/4/2020

7002

Max Drive

Sediment

2/18/2020

225

North 2nd
Street

Trash

Action Taken

Description

Went onsite. Water discharging was non-contact
coolant water (source was Missoula water) from
potassium acetate production. Smell was from
off-gassing acetic acid from the process not the
water. Discharge was going into onsite ditch not
the city of Missoula storm system. I explained to
Pat Brooks and other people onsite that this was
not a water quality violation. Talked to plant
owner and followed pipe to the heat exchanger
where it originated. Sent email to city
stormwater and wastewater and will attach in
file.
He is in city limits and the drain is a sump. I
visited the site and had his permission to walk
on his property. Steve indicated that the lot is
scheduled for seeding and turf this spring.
Documented evidence of erosion and sediment
transfer with photos. Called Bull Frog and
explained violation. Sent NOV
The property database shows no stormwater
infrastructure onsite that drain to surface
waters. I located the drain in the photo and
looked into it with flashlight. There was
evidence of prolonged use as an ashtray. I rang
the doorbell and spoke to a staff member about
the complaint. She said no one had ever told
them they couldn't do it. I told her I'd follow up
with a letter and order to clean out the drain.
Drafted NOV and sent to facility. Manager called
back and said they vacuumed the drain (Nash)
and installed an ashtray.

Marie from city stormwater called to
report an illicit discharge going on right
now at Pelican Chemicals. She said they
have a 2-1/2 inch hose discharging
directly into the stormdrain. When
approached employees advised that Todd
Seib had instructed them that it was ok.

Steve called and said Bull Frog Spas
emptied the spa from the house above
him (7013) and the water eroded away
sediment from his property and carried it
to the stormdrain
cigarette butts being disposed of into
storm drain at laundry facility

Date

Address

2/24/2020

1801

3/9/2020

715

3/23/2020

1850

Street
Name
Kensingto
n Avenue
Edith
Street

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Chemical

Idaho
Street

Chemical

I visited the alley and found two cans of paint
that had been run over and a collection of other
old paint cans. I talked with
the resident (Erin) of the house about proper
disposal of latex and water-based acrylic versus
the oil-based stains. The cans that
were run over were mostly full of dried out
product but one of them was an oil-based stain
that was not completely dried. I
directed her to shovel up the remaining visually
impacted dirt and dispose of it.
I visited site and took photos. Area was clean
and storm drain was clean as well. Complaint
apparently referred to activities/spills that had
occurred in 2019 and came from a former
employee. ProSweep under new ownership. I
recommended to Kim that part of the
enforcement response involve a prevention plan
and storm drain protection, similar to what I had
asked former owner to do. Emails and photos in
complaint file.

Description
Diesel and other fluids all over the
ground by the bike trail.
Half a can of paint is tipped over and
spilling in alley

Kim from DEQ copied envhealth email on
a violation letter DEQ sent to Pro Sweep
about a large (1000 gal +)sealant/tar spill.

Date

Address

3/27/2020

2350

Street
Name
South
Reserve
Street

Complaint
Type
Sewage

Action Taken

Description

Received complaint via paragon and got a call
Colony of RV's dumping sewage down the
from Charlie and text from Emily about it at
storm drain. There is TP all around the
1:29pm. It involved a private sump but called
drain.
Tracy Campbell at city storm water told her we
might need a vac truck (Pat Brooks) to come out.
knock or see anyone. Drain near one of campers
was covered in dried toilet paper. Took photos.
Met Pat onsite and he said he would pump it out
in next hour. City will charge property owners
for work. Photographed spot on 3/31, lot had
presumably by wastewater, and only one trailer
left. Wrote NOV and passed on to Land and
Travis to approve and send.

Date

Address

3/30/2020

6

4/22/2020

1840

Street
Name
Campus
Drive

Complaint
Type
Trash

South
Higgins
Avenue

Sediment

Action Taken

Description

I visited site of complaint and took photos of
what looked to be black rubber fragments and
green plastic pellets. It was
piled up along Kim Williams trail with evidence
of it in the grass behind buildings as well. Looks
like astroturf underlayment.
I contacted Parks and UM Facilities Management
(Brian Kerns) to see if anyone knew what it was
and why it was there. It
doesn't seem close enough to the river to pose a
threat to the water. Appears to be more of a
solid waste/illegal dumping
issue (Reg 3 of Health Code).
After a series of emails I heard back from Paul
Trumbley on 4/1/20: "I spoke with John this
morning and the rubber is from
plowing snow from the field in Grizzly Stadium.
He is going to get the labor crew out there with
some equipment and rakes
to clean it up the best we can".
Visited location but could not confirm soil pile

Via email: "Do you know what is that
material that UM dumps in such
quantities between the Kim Williams trail
and the Facility Services compound?. It is
tiny green and black pellets -- about the
size of quinoa. There's massive amounts
of it -- ready to blow or wash into the
river. I recall asking about it a few years
ago -- can't recall what they told me it
was.
I brought some home and put it in water
to see if it dissolved. hasnt yet. Looks like
it might be little plastic beads. Anyway
seems like a bad thing to let wash into
the river. Montana law saws to not dump
waste near a waterway where it is likely
to wash into the waterway"

Soil pile near storm drain at the corner of
Higgins and Woodworth. Was unable to
confirm soil pile. Possible
miscommunication of location.

Date

Address

Street
Name
Birch
Street

Complaint
Type
Other

4/27/2020

1944

4/29/2020

2415

Mullan
Road

Trash

5/4/2020

2340

South 3rd
Street

Chemical

5/6/2020

127

East
Sussex
Avenue

Petroleum

5/11/2020

3901

Brooks
Street

Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

Investigated location and observed a pipe from
the back of the building as well as some
moisture but no puddling. Contacted Mountain
States Repair and spoke with Joe. Joe said that
pipe was a drain from the roof and didn't know
what the source of the smell could be. It appear
this site has not had a P2 inspection since 1996, I
said we'd be in touch in the coming months
regarding an inspection.
Investigated abandoned camp and notified the
property manager (Dexter Royes 860 680 4111)
that it should be cleaned up. He said he'd get it
taken care tomorrow.

Substance being discharged from pipe at
the back of Mountain States Autobody
Repair at 1944 Birch Street. Assigned to
Martin.

Visited location. Found spill, it was about 1'x 3'
in size. About 3 qts of used oil were nearby in
open containers. I spoke with residents of
house, they indicated it was from their
roommate, Jack Kinney. I explained how to clean
it up and followed up with a letter to Jack. Will
circle back on Monday to ensure it has been
cleaned up.
Relatively small spill (less than a ft diameter).
Fire must have already been onsite as there was
cat litter and an absorbent pad. I spoke with the
management and instructed them to sweep it
up and throw it away.

A homeless family was living here and
they have now left, but there are wood
pallets and a bicycle left behind, and they
are ready to go into the river. Assigned to
Martin.
Methane leak that has been going on for
weeks. Burning incense in the store to
cover it up.
Oil in Alley

Leaking Toyota Van - approximately 1
gallon

Date

Address

5/13/2020

1803

Street
Name
Kensingto
n Avenue

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

Visited location and observed a number of junk
vehicles, many leaking oil, as well as a oil spots
on road. Large drip tray with rainwater and red
substance (maybe diesel). At least two open
containers containing motor oil. A barbed wire
fence was recently installed along the bike path
as well.

Complainant says that her son bikes the
trail that runs beside this property and
there is Diesel and other fluids all of the
ground. Ongoing water quality and junk
car issues at this location.

Was able to reach two of three tenants by
phone, they agreed to move waste oil indoors.
Also spoke with Jim Marshall, the owner of all
three properties, I warned him that this issue is
ultimately his reposnsibility. NOV mailed on
5/27/2020. CC'd to Jim Marshall.
Coordinating with Charmell Owens (City
compliance officer) on compliance. Jim Biondich
(Junk vehicle coordinator) is working on a
separate NOV.

Date

Address

5/20/2020

6155

Street
Name
Showdow
n Lane

Complaint
Type
Sediment

Action Taken

Description

I informed Lisa-Kay at DEQ and Tracy Campbell
of City of Missoula stormwater utility about this
complaint. SWPPP requirements are in place and
overseen by these agencies. To assess the water
quality related side of this complaint I visited the
site and documented sediment runoff into the
roadway and sumps. I followed up with a call to
Lloyd Twite (240-2581) the owner/contractor of
the subdivision. He apologized and said all BMPs
were fixed and that the road was cleaned. I
explained that washing the sediment off the
road and into storm drains is not a proper
practice and that preventative BMPs are needed
to keep sediment from leaving the site. I visited
again on 5/21 but observed no additional BMPs
and observed more sediment leaving Bigfork Ln.
I communicated with city stormwater and issued
an NOV.

The complainant called today and told
me that the stormwater from this rain
event is again washing out the road and
inundating houses at the end of
Showdown Lane. He said the issue is that
the Maloney Ranch, and maybe other
upgradient subdivisions, do not have
adequate stormwater facilities installed
to prevent this. He stated that his lawyer
is coming out today to take pictures and
they are going to file a class action law
suit. He also wanted to follow up with
whoever was responsible for enforcing
stormwater requirements on subdivisions

Date

Address

6/1/2020

1465

6/5/2020

4921

Street
Name
Lincoln
Hills Drive

Complaint
Type
Signage

North
Reserve
Street

Other

Action Taken

Description

Elena talked with complainant and it seems that
the pesticide application was taking place on the
homeowners association land. I directed the
complainant to contact the homeowner
association contact to see if more information
and signage could be found through this
manner. As far as more information regarding
pesticides and herbicides, I directed her to the
Weed District. She thought there might also be
application of pesticides by the City of Missoula
on the roadway. I sent her this link:
https://www.ci.missoula.mt.us/1100/Vegetation
-Management and gave her the number for
public works. She is going to let me know if she
determines what pesticide/herbicide is being
applied so we can see if it is a water quality
concern or complaint she wants us to address as
a water quality issue. Reassigned to Martin
Viereckl on 6/1.
Visited site and confirmed odor and solid waste
issues. Referred complaint to Kyle Crapster in
Land Group who has worked on a related
complaint previously.

"Spraying without telling the residents.
No signage or communication about
them spraying pesticides. People are
walking up and down all the time and
breathing it in. Don't know if it's the city
doing this or not. For a long time they
have been spraying the open space
behind the house at 9 September Drive,
maybe the neighborhood association, but
maybe it's the city doing the spraying. All
of the citizens should be informed when
they are spraying in the area."
Complainant wants to know who is doing
the spraying and where the spray is being
applied.

His complaint was about the condition
and public safety of the "car wash" by
Dominos on North Reserve. He feels it is
a public safety hazard do to the condition
and that it is emitting a terrible odor.
Complaint originally left with
Commissioner's office; summary
forwarded to Env Health by Annie
Cathey. No further information.

Date

Address

Street
Name
North
Curtis

Complaint
Type
Other

6/5/2020

600

6/8/2020

1805

Philips
Street

Petroleum

6/11/2020

32

Campus
Drive

Signage

Action Taken

Description

followed up with complainant and heard from
Julie Merritt with the City of Missoula. The ditch
is flowing albeit slow. Stagnant water is a not a
violation of the health code or the water quality
ordinance. I offered to find the contact info for
the ditch maintenance company.
Visited location and observed a white Honda
sedan leaking automotive fluid. Spoke with
tenant at 1805 Phillips Street Unit B, who owns
the sedan. He said he is aware that his car is
leaking brake fluid and he is the process of
selling it. While I was there he began putting
down kitty litter to absorb the fluid. He also had
a plastic bin lid he was planning to place under
the vehicle to collect any further leakage. I also
observed another area with oil residue closer to
the sump. According to the neighbors the tenant
at apartment A parks in that spot, but he was
out. I left my card at the door. Neighbors also
mentioned that someone is throwing cigarette
butts into the storm sump as well.
Contacted Brian Kerns at UM facilities and let
him know of the city of Missoula Municipal Code
requirements for notification. Specifically that
the words "pesticide application" are required.

Water accumulated in ditch along 600
block of N Curtis St.

Engine oil leaking into the storm drain.
Ongoing problem, according to
anonymous caller who left a message on
Saturday 6/6/20.

Signage for pesticide applications must
specifically contain the phrase "pesticide
application" if the product has an EPA
pesticide registration number. Signs used
recently across the university have not
included this phrase but rather "broadleaf weed control".

Date

Address

Street
Name
Bow
Street

Complaint
Type
Signage

Action Taken

Description

6/12/2020

2100

Spoke with Amanda at Trugreen who agreed to
make the necessary changes to future signage.
Also sent a formal letter to the owner of
Trugreen in Missoula, Robin Seavy-Roberts with
details on the required changes.

1805

Phillips
Street

Petroleum

Visited site today and found two vehicles each
with multiple flat tires. The photos submitted by
complainant shows oil sheen near dry well in
parking lot. No oil sheen or visible
contamination was visible today but both
vehicles are upgradient and leaks would be
expected to enter this dry-well. Drafted and sent
warning letter/leaking vehicle notice to property
owner and re-assigned complaint (wrote a new
complaint) to our junk vehicle coordinator for
the two vehicles.

2312

Skyline
Drive

Petroleum

Contacted Economy Excavating and
Landscaping. Spoke with David. He said he was
aware of the leaking equipment but said he
thought it was contained to the trailer. He said
he'd be sending someone to the site to put
some absorbent down. Followed up with
complainant to let him know of the situation.

Complainant called to report improper
signage used by Trugreen when applying
herbicide at the Southside Lions Park on
6/11/2020. The signs did not specifically
use the words "pesticide application" and
were not weather-resistent as required
by the municipal code.
There is a disabled vehicle at 1805 Phillips
St leaking oil into the storm drain for the
past two and a half months during and
after a rainstorm(rear of the building)
Tamarack Property Management was
notified June 10, 2020 by email/picture of
the oil leaking into the catch basin. Their
response given by email was: "That oil is
of no or little concern". The little oil in
the catch basin is not enough to make
anybody sick" "It is not a public health
concern"
The property owners across the street
hired a contractor to connect their

6/16/2020

7/6/2020

equipment leaked considerable amount
of oil onto the street in several locations
including the gutter. The location is on a
hill that drains directly to a storm water
best practices. I hope the responsible
party cleans it up before it rains.

Date

Address

Street
Name
South
Russell
Street

Complaint
Type
Chemical

7/15/2020

3000

7/20/2020

143

Woodwor
th Avenue

Petroleum

7/20/2020

1101

South
Avenue
West

Other

Action Taken

Description

Visited the described location and found a dry
well inlet with dried white-looking liquid
splashed on it. I located a maintenance worker
onsite who explained that he rinsed concrete
mud into the sump. He thought it was the same
as clay or mud and didn't know it was a
contaminant. I explained that only storm water
is permitted to enter these dry wells and to
clean the sump. He immediately went to work
on removing the dried mud. I explained that he
should remove the drain cover and remove any
visible concrete washout from inside the sump
as well.
Investigated and found material to be rusty
water with leaves. Looks like an old hot water
heater sawed in half. Instructed property owner
that this could be poured onto the ground and
the tank disposed of through Pacific recycling or
the landfill.
Visited the Fairgrounds on 7/21/20 and located
two dry wells that were located in front of the
animal housing/ice rink area. These dry wells are
located directly under washing nozzles. I
emailed director of the Fairgounds (Emily Brock)
and explained the issue. She replied on 7/23 and
no use of these is slated for this year and they
are in the process of connecting a new livestock
area to city sewer. Will follow up with her on
abandonment/repurposing of these drains.

Someone clearly dumped white paint
down the storm drain in the south
parking lot of the YMCA on Russell. The
parking lot that is far south and has the
entrance to the pre school. I have a
photo

large tank of oily substance. Owner
doesn't know what to do with it. Needs
some advice.

There is a dry well located in the animal
washing area at the County Fairgrounds. I
have indicated its approximate location
on the attached screen shot. I believe
there is even a sign next to it, pointing to
find it. If you need me to get one, I can
ask my crew to take one this week.

Date

Address

7/21/2020

4245

7/27/2020

825

Street
Name
Fox Farm
Road

Complaint
Type
Sediment

East Front
Street

Trash

Action Taken

Description

Visited location of complaint on 7/21/2020 at
around 12:30 pm. Did not observe any
discoloration of the creek at the address listed.
Spoke with complainant who showed me
pictures of the creek which was quite turbid in
the photos. See Sharepoint folder. Travis
Contacted Rob Roberts who is heading removal
of an intake dam up stream from this complaint
project for Trout Unlimited. Rob said they have
permits for short-term turbidity events as the
result of project activities. He said this event was
likely the result of the installation of a
dewatering pump at the project site.
Looked at the area on 7/29/20 and it looks like
the Clark Fork Trash Line cleaned the area up.

Complainant reported that rattlesnake
creek was running a milky white color
from 9am to about 11am, near her home
at 4245 Fox Farm Rd in the Rattlesnake
neighborhood.

There is a major trash dump underneath
the Van Buren bridge on the north side
of the river.
Also lots of aluminum cans in that trash
so some things worth recycling. Some of
it looks pretty nasty gloves, masks, and
likely extra sturdy garbage bags needed.

Date

Address

7/30/2020

1900

8/4/2020

Street
Name
Burlington
Avenue

Complaint
Type
Sediment

Mount

Chemical

Action Taken

Description

7/30/20
City street cleaning trucks are dumping
I contacted Brian Hensel by phone and left a
waste water down the stormdrain.
message. Emailed him as well. Received an auto
reply to contact Kevin O'Brien. I informed the
city stormwater utility as well. Visited site and
noticed that the road in front of the dry-well had
been covered in asphalt recently. I contacted
Kevin and he confirmed that crews were at that
site yesterday sweeping the road to prepare it
for chip seal. I explained that this isn't an
approved discharge method and he agrees. He is
looking into what happened (he suspects a door
came open on accident) and I'm waiting on a
reply. Both city storm water and Brian confirmed
that they recognized the photo. Brian said they
do not dump into storm drains but that the
photos are from when they were relocating
pooling water from a clogged drain to an
unclogged drain, a routine practice when there
are rain events.
Paint peelings and chips from the "L" are
polluting the hillside below, spreading
with the wind for a hundred yards
downhill

Date

Address

8/5/2020

114

Street
Name
Bentley
Park Loop

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

Visited site on 8/5/2020. Observed what looked
like a small chemical burn in the grass next to
the alley at the address, also saw evidence that
whatever substance was applied to the grass
was washed into the alley and eventually
entered a sump on the west end of the alley.
Spoke with Jessica the resident there. She said
she spilled a small amount of gasoline on her
grass when filling her weed wacker. I warned her
that washing gasoline into a storm conveyance
was a violation of the water quality ordinance
and in the future to fill gas tools over a plastic
container to catch spillage.

Chemicals were recently dumped in
private yard in the middle of the night.
Likely chemicals to do with meth
manufacturing. Water sprinkled over the
chemical area for a few days, then
yesterday area was flooded with water.
That water ran into the alley and down
into the storm drain.

Date

Address

8/13/2020

3665

Street
Name
Grant
Creek
Road

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

Travis Ross and Martin Viereckl visited the site
later on the morning of 12th and met with Steve
Hanson. He told us that he suspected the spill
was much less than 400 gallons because the
person using the pump filled many containers
before the pump malfunctioned. Hanson said
the filter was cross-threaded and cause it to fail
when pressure increased when the pump was
shut off. He said the emergency shut-off button
was pressed to stop the spill. Hanson estimated
the spill was closer to 40 gallons. Travis
inspected the separator system and confirmed
that it did not overflow to a nearby dry well. The
oil water separator was missing a "sanitary T".
Hanson reported the spill to the DEQ spill line
after our request to do so. While at the site
Travis noticed some staining on pavement
around the back of the building. Apparently,
wastewater from a barrel cleaning system was
being improperly discharged to the ground. An
NOV with corrective actions was issued
regarding the wastewater and requiring that a
sanitary T is installed.

Jim Erven responded to a diesel gas spill
at the gas station listed above on the
morning of 8/12/2020 after he was
alerted by 911. Pump six apparently
malfunctioned and spilled onto pavement
and into a nearby sand/oil separator.
Originally the fire department estimated
the spill was 400 gallons based on the
meter.

Date

Address

8/17/2020

3125

8/20/2020

3125

Street
Name
Expo
Parkway

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Expo
Parkway

Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

Spoke to Luke on the phone and visited site.
There were 2 trailers and 3 RVs there today
parked near the end of the cul-desee any tell-tale evidence of septage in the
closest two storm dry-wells. There were oil spots
on the road but nothing that I could say was
definitively associated with the RVs. I
coordinated with Tracy from storm water and
wrote a Violation Warning letter that also
included the applicable city codes that deal with
sewage disposal and storm water. Missoula PD
officer and Bea Happ met me onsite on Aug 19th
and we attached the letters to the 5 campers
(one occupant owns two of the RVs and we
spoke to him and only gave him one letter, and
an additional trailer arrived since the 18th). A
couple more fluid spills were present. As of
today (Aug 21) two of the trailers have been
removed. The Missoula PD is continuing to visit
the site to move campers along and issue
citations. I asked Tracy and PW to apply kittly
litter and do a "sweep" of the road as there are
a few small spills to address.
This is a repeat complaint of an issue that has
already been addressed. See Paragon #20200817-8969.

The construction guy called, said his
name too fast and had to take another
call, but there are campers along the
road there and they are dumping stuff
down the storm drain, there is oil
underneath the mobile homes and their
trash is blowing every where and sticking
on the construction fence. He is calling
the police, but not sure what is being
dumped down drain.

Campers are parked along the roadway
leaking fluids onto the pavement.
Complainant is concerned that if it rain
these fluid will wash down into the
stormdrain.

Date

Address

Street
Name
Philips
Street

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

8/20/2020

1805

This appears to be a redundant complaint from
the 17th. Visited location and no significant fluid
spill was observed. If a gasoline leak occurred it
has likely evaporated given the heat

2900

Expo
Parkway

Petroleum

Visited site. All campers and RVs are gone and
no significant fluid spills present.

2129

Livingston
Avenue

Other

Investigated on 09/08/2020. A large RV parked
at the location listed above was leaking water
(not gasoline) from the engine area onto the
street directly over a sump. Likely and issue with
the water pump. The complainant put down a
bucket to collect the drip. The water was
odorless and a little dirty. I left my card with the
complainant and on the door of the RV.
Returned on the morning of 09/09/2020 and the
RV had been moved. No further action required.

Silver Chevy parked in parking lot with a
"fuel" puddle under the gas tank. It's in
the 1st stall by a green truck. Spill looks
pretty bad. The owner of the chevy is in
jail
Old camper in the cul de sac, by the
Motel 6, is leaking oil into the street.
There is a red tag on the vehicle so it may
be being tagged by law enforcement, but
this complaint is regarding the oil spills
on the street.
Complainant called to report an RV
leaking possible gasoline into a sump at
2129 Livingston Ave.

8/25/2020

9/8/2020

Date

Address

9/9/2020

2929

Street
Name
Expo
Parkway

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

9/10/2020
Visited location and found a blue minivan
covered in tarps parked in cul-de-sac. No one
came out of the vehicle and I couldn't see inside.
What looked to be a 12" x 24" stain of engine oil
was under the rear of the vehicle. I posted a
"Leaky Vehicle Notice" to the vehicle and called
Charmell Owens at the City to alert her to the
potential "parking for purpose of camping"
violation.

Luke called and said the original Rv's and
campers moved on but new vehicles are
back and there is a blue van that is really
leaking fluid onto the road and it is by a
storm drain. See 2020-0817-8969 for
previous complaint from same area but
different RV's and Campers. He is also
calling the police again about the
vehicles.

9/11/20
Occupant of vehicle called and left a message at
office explaining that he received the notice and
that the stain was there when he arrived.

9/16/2020

1712

River
Road

Other

This is a de minimus amount of oil and not likely
to pose a threat to the nearest storm dry-well.
Called the property management company for
trailer court and informed them of the issue.
Asked for them to communicate with their lawn
care system and distribute information with
tenants informing them that it is not acceptable
and against the ordinance to dispose of lawn
clippings where they could enter a waterway

a lawn service is dumping their grass
clipping off the bank and he is worried
they are going to get into the river.

Date

Address

10/2/2020

544

Street
Name
Bigfork
Road

Complaint
Type
Sediment

Action Taken

Description

Not Resolved

Existing homeowners are experiencing
storm water runoff erosion and damage
to homes
due to the recent build out of a newly
platted subdivision called, "Linda Vista
Twenty Second Supplement", Book
38, Page 8 that was filed on August 28,
2019 and is located in Missoula, MT.
Homes like 5436 and 5444 Bigfork
Road, Missoula, MT 59803 have had
storm water intrusion in the
crawlspace/basements. Homes serviced
by
Showdown Lane such as 6155 Showdown
Lane, Missoula, MT 59803 have had their
driveways and roads eroded
due to the outlet of the regional storm
water pond located at 6431 Lower Miller
Creek Road, Missoula, MT 59803.
This water storage facility (Storm Water
Pond) has overly steepened sides and is
adjacent to five single family
residences. If a breech were to occur on
this dam there would be loss of property
or potentially worse. This is an
earthen dam and likely should be
constructed and regulated by the state as
such. Additional high density
development is proposed for Lot 29 and
Lot 1

Date

Address

10/9/2020

1114
Creek
Crossing
Road

Street
Name

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

I received this complaint on Oct 14, 2020.
Contacted complainant to find out if he has a
more specific location. Located the Yellowstone
Pipeline crossings online and contacted local
Phillips 66 terminal. Our LEPC also has a map we
should get access to. Met staff onsite and we
walked both banks north and south of pipeline
and did not observe any sheen. They shut line
down and ran a leak test. Nothing found.
Suspect he sheen observed was a biological
decay sheen. In the future the best number to
call is the one on the placards. Will update our
contact list.

Complainant saw a sheen in Rattlesnake
cr near pipeline crossing. Email: Hi there,
I was walking by Rattlesnake Creek earlier
today, just downstream of where the
petroleum pipeline crosses, and I came
across an oil slick among the rocks at the
edge of the stream (see attached
-occurring,
but given the location, it seemed
suspicious. I wanted to pass it along in
Thanks,
Brad

Date

Address

10/9/2020

544

Street
Name
Bigfork
Road

Complaint
Type
Sediment

Action Taken

Description

This a recurring complaint that primarily
concerns stormwater pollution prevention plans
and the stormwater ordinance. DEQ and City
Stormwater are responsible for enforcement.
Sent to Tracy Campbell at city.

From a City Complaint form:
Existing homeowners are experiencing
storm water runoff erosion and damage
to homes
due to the recent build out of a newly
platted subdivision called, "Linda Vista
Twenty Second Supplement", Book
38, Page 8 that was filed on August 28,
2019 and is located in Missoula, MT.
Homes like 5436 and 5444 Bigfork
Road, Missoula, MT 59803 have had
storm water intrusion in the
crawlspace/basements. Homes serviced
by
Showdown Lane such as 6155 Showdown
Lane, Missoula, MT 59803 have had their
driveways and roads eroded
due to the outlet of the regional storm
water pond located at 6431 Lower Miller
Creek Road, Missoula, MT 59803.
This water storage facility (Storm Water
Pond) has overly steepened sides and is
adjacent to five single family
residences. If a breech were to occur on
this dam there would be loss of property
or potentially worse. This is an
earthen dam and likely should be
constructed and regulated by the state as
such. Additional high density
development is p

Date

Address

10/14/2020

320

Street
Name
Internatio
nal
Drive

Complaint
Type
Petroleum

Action Taken

Description

Complaint came in on 10/6/20 and I responded
same day. Not sure why above it lists 10/14 but I
can't edit that field

The police department received the
following information regarding a motor
home that has been parked on
International, around the 200 blk, license
plate 5-28628B, that is leaking fluid.

I found the RV in question. A large container was
in place to capture leaks. No storm drains
nearby and no actual spilled product. Not a
water quality issue at this point.
10/21/2020

3927

Saxony
Place

Sediment

Met Tracy and contractor onsite. Explained that
sludge should be scooped up, dried out, and
discarded. ProSweep is coming out to clean up
the remainder.

Complainant drove by there and a black
fluid.
Mostad cut curb and left the concrete
dust behind. Rain resuspended the dust
and there is now concrete sludge in
curbline and dragging along road.

Date

Address

12/7/2020

100

Street
Name
Madison
Street

Complaint
Type
Chemical

Action Taken

Description

I visited the site and did not see evidence of any
staining in the bank ice of Rattlesnake CR or
Clark Fork River. I could not see how any fluid
would reach the Clark Fork River directly from
the building. I emailed the complainant to get
more information as to the date, location, and
quantity of the release.

On 12/7/20 I received a complaint
through David Erikson at the Missoulian
from a message he received from Dan
Monahan at the Doubletree that a chiller
pipe broke and coolant (glycol) had
spilled into the Clark Fork river.

I did not hear back so I called the hotel on
12/10/20 and asked to speak with the GM. He
was unavailable. I then received a call from
Missoula 911 and Radley Watkins from the
Conservation District about a glycol leak at the
same location estimating 1200 gallons released.
Martin V and I visited the site and the GM (Dan
Monahan) and one of his staff members showed
me the area where the pipe had broke.
Apparently contractors (Blackfoot and JML)
were replacing fiber optic cable and drilled into
the chiller pipe that runs from the hotel out to
the chiller located near the raised bank of the
creek. Staff noticed the chiller wasn't working
properly and a drop in fluid levels in the boiler
room and had JTL investigate and the broken
pipe was found and fixed. Based on the fluid
drop in the reservoir there was approximately
20 gallons lost to the soil. Fluid was a
water/propylene glycol mix. I sent a Complaint
Inspection letter to all responsible parties that
notifies them that this is not an approved nonstormwater release with no further action to be
taken at this time.

